Voltage control of droplet interface bilayer lipid membrane dimensions.
A novel approach to control the area of anchor-free droplet interface bilayer (DIB) lipid membranes is presented. Unsupported DIB lipid membranes are formed at the interface of phospholipid-coated aqueous droplets dispensed in dodecane oil. Using electrodes inserted into the droplets, an external voltage is applied which modulates the effective DIB area. Electrical (capacitance or current) and optical (imaging of DIB lateral length) recordings were simultaneously performed. Alpha-hemolysin (αHL) single channel insertions into the DIB were recorded. Currents across the DIB were measured as a function of voltage and αHL concentration in the droplets. Nonlinear response is observed for current, DIB lateral length and area, and capacitance with respect to voltage. Voltage induced changes in interfacial tension modulated the DIB-oil contact angle and the membrane contact length, which provided control of membrane dimensions. Comparison of these results is made to the electrowetting effect, which is also governed by effect of voltage on the interfacial tension. This approach provides active control of the number of ion channels inserted into the DIB.